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FOREWORD 

 

Dr Man Mohan Prakash 

Chief Editor: International Journal of Scientific Research in 
Biological Sciences 

Executive Editor: Indian Research Communication 

Research finding based reference books have great contribution 
in modern research world. Such books mainly highlight the 

problem, provide ways of solution and guide the researchers 
that how can they select and use available techniques and 

technology for better results and interpretation. This way the 

present book entitled “Amelioration of Environment and 

Biological Sciences with Technology”. 

In my opinion technology is the combination of Knowledge, 
Skills, Experience and Techniques (i.e. Material, Method, 

Process and designing of experiments etc.). I hope  nobody have 

doubt that advancement in technology, changed the way of 
thinking, way of working and way of living of human being. It 

also helps in improving and developing the human society, the 

economy and the environment. But current worst 

environmental conditions created urgent need of cost effective 

good technology to save the environment. 

I analysis this book and found that it is a good collection of 

research work and included seventeen chapters. Each chapter 
is important, technological sound and gathered updated 

information. Chapters of this book mainly focused on 

Techniques and Technology (Nanoparticles, Nanomaterial, 

Nanotubes, Nanotechnology and Nanoengineering, Photo 

catalysis, Extraction of metals etc.), Environment (Hazardous 
element, Wastewater treatment, Ecosystem, Bioremediation 

etc.) and Biological sciences (Medicinal plants, Mushroom 

culture, Herbal drugs, viral therapy etc.). 

 



On the basis of merit of book I am confident this book will be 
able to find out good place in the library and in the research 

society. I wish this edited book will succeed in providing the 

rich research text material, deepen concept and help in 

understanding the subjects themes on which it is focused. 

Both the editor of this book –Dr Vinars Dawane and Dr Aruna 
Kumar Nakkella impressed me as good editors. 

Good luck to both editors with the note that very soon we will 
see another publication. 

 

(Dr Man Mohan Prakash) 

 

  



PREFACE 

Over the times, a bunch of books and collections of manuscripts have 

been published about the technological advancement towards the 

biological sciences and environmental sciences as well as their 

interlinked topics and subjects. The best of them are still on the library 

shelves or on the top of the desktop screens if one cares to love and 

read them.  

So why should you bother to take and read this book? Just turn the 

insides and your will surely recognize the difference and notice that 

this book is not just a topic to topic explanations of subject but rather 

than it is an up-to-date piece of collective manuscripts that are having 

a modern understanding of the topics and associated subjects. 

In the preface of our book we set ourselves the task to producing a 

collection of manuscripts to form a text book that can cover the 

various aspects of fundamental, applied and allied as well as 

theoretical- experimental details that are basic to an understanding of, 

and that supports advances in, technology towards the biological 

sciences and environment.  In the last two decades, there have been 

dramatic advances in our understanding of the processes of sciences 

and technology under the lens of their appliances in different domains 

of interdisciplinary subjects.     

Just take a moment and think back to how you felt when you 

struggled with Google searches and tight research articles keywords 

findings to understand a subject or a topic in your course syllabus, 

while trying to get some fundamental or advanced understanding on 

that topic. You will surely say it is really not easy to get a 

book/manuscript that can provide a very diverse range to the 

searched topics in a very comprehensive understating alongwith an 

approach of instant notes or short manuscript style. We tried to give a 

book that can enchant this solution. 

In the age of pandemics and a very contagious virus COVID, we all 

are facing so many constraints as well as problems at various levels 

for a common daily and regular professional – academic life. We had 

a decent mind set to utilize time of this world wide lockdowns in a 

very constructive manner and produce a fruitful book.  



We tried to develop a book that can entertain various young 

researchers, well stabilized academicians, teachers and authors to 

share their views and visions as well as brush their writing skills in a 

rapid publication platform. 

From the initiative to development and the end of this book, we were 

looking for very selective and diverse manuscripts that can able to 

cover very broad aspects of amelioration of environment and 

biological sciences in the freedom of rapidly expanding technology 

and I hope this book will able to provide you the understandings of 

these issues. 

Thus this book is about the excitement of a true understanding of 

modern topics related to the nexus of environment, biology and 

technology. 

An intensive journey is about to begin. Are you ready? 

                                                                    
 

          Vinars Dawane 
Aruna Kumari Nakkella 

                                                                                         Dr Vishnu Kiran Manam 
                                                     Editors 
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